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Gallagher., Dormer Finalists
In ,Tuesday Pres. Election
Arthur Gallagher and .Steve
Dormer will be the candidates
for . Stud~nt <?overnme~t
President In t.hlS Tuesday s
election. as they received .the
most. vo~es among f1~e
preslde,ntl~1 hopefuls
10
Tuesday s Primary.
.
Mr. Gallagher, who recel\:ed
374votes, and Mr. Dormer, W.lth
30Bvotes, were both late-starting
can.didates a~ they ki~ked-off
their respective campaigns on
February 4.
However they ma!laged to
outpoll their three rivals, Mr.
Keilty (246 votes), Mr. Gillies
( 90 votes), and Mr. Vergeau
(57votes).
Both Mr. Gallagher and Mr.
Dormer are juniors.. and. they
both .are Constitutional
Convention deleg~tes.
.
.
Mr. Gallagher IS a Umverslty
Council member and this past
~ummer served as a ~tudent
mte~n. At present he IS also
~oldmg
the post of ombudsman
In the student government.

centered around the need for
academic reform and for a
tripartite form of government to
become a reality. He also
emphasized the role of the
Fairfield Free Presson campus.
Mr. Gillies' campaign
program differed from that of
his opponents in that he favored
Bipartitism with only the
students and faculty involved in
the University decision-making
process.
Mr. Vergeau also emphasized
tripartitism. but he also
promised to look into the
University financial situation
On February 2 the rour
candidates appeared on the
WVOF talk show "Speak Out."
Two days later Mr. Gallagher
and Mr. Dormer both declared
their candidacy, with both of
them stating that they were
dissatisfied with the direction
the campaign was taking, and its
lack of what they considered a
strong, able candidate.
The last saw
several
daysactivity
of the
campaign
frenzied

on the par.t ?f all the candidates
as ~~ey VISited dorms. put out
positIOn papers, and generally
scramble:dforvotes.
The primary also had a three
man race for student
governmenttreas.urer..
. The three candidates ~ere the
Incumbent Joseph COlll~, and
two challenge~. Robert Flscella
and Paul Gallols.
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to co-sponsor Miles Davis in
concert in the near future.
Prorits attained by this
concert will be used by the Afro
American Society in establishing
a scholarship fund.
In order for Mfa. Am. to
sponsor this benefit concert with
Miles Davis, the student
government with the approval of
the legislature has granted a
$4,000 loan to the Society.
The breakdown of the loan is
$2,000 (rom the social affairs
budget. $1.000 from community
action,
and Sl,OOO from
governmental operations.
The loan was granted with the
following stipulations: the first
$4.000 income must be used to
repay the loan. the S1.000 from
the community action budget be
withheld from the Alro
American budget for 1970-71 if
the loan is not payed 15 days
after the said concert.
Faculty Engage in Legislature
As the meeting was called to
order, Legislature President
Terry Horan announced that the
two faculty members, who were
selected by the legislators last
semester to engage in the
senate's activities, have full
voice privileges. Dr. Edward
Harms was in attendance at the
meeting, but Dr. Lisa Perkins
was unable to attend.
FaU.re to Pay
The rules were suspended in
order for Student Government
lContinued on PaBe6)
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Faculty Stops Traffic

Tri-Partite Court Dies
By Larry Halloraa

Senate Grants Loan
For Afro-Am Fete;
L---Faculty Reps. Seated

and the student government plan

•

I E

The election race began
slowly. with Mr. Keilty being t.he
first person to officially declare himself a candidate. this coming
election on January 20.
For ten days Mr. Keilty had
the field to himself. bot then Mr.
Gillies, Mr. Vergeau. and John
McGrath entered the race. Mr.
McGrath withdrew himself from
the race two days before the
primary.
Mr. Keilty's campaign

By Mike Farrell
in an unprecedented move. the
student legislature approved a
$4..000 loan to the African
American Society of Fairfield
University.
In a busy meeting last week.
the senate also approved t .....o
club appropriations. two club
constitutions. and a set of new
rules for the committee
structure.
Grants Loan
The Afro American Society

•
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CLARIFYING THE MINUTES - of the Constitutional Convention
is Dr. Edward Dew. professor in the politics department. at last
weeks meeting of the general faculty.

The general faculty voted 43-40
to reject the concept of a tripartite traffic court, thus
removing Fr. James Murphy
S.J. from that "ad hoc" position
in their meeting last Wednesday.
After admitting newspaper
reporters. student government
president. and the student
representative to the traffic
court, the faculty heard Fr.
Murphy explain why the court
had been established before the
issue could come before the
general body. He said, that the
matter was "thrown into the lap
,of the Academic Council" after
the difficulties over the faculty
1.0. cards.
Fr_ Murcphy stated that "the
Academic Council approved of a
faculty member on this (court)
if certain conditions were met."
Conditions Met
The conditions were that the
facully delegate must be assured
that there would be adequate
spaces for all registered cars.
and that the rules would be
enforced equally for all. Fr.

Committee Desires More Power
By Timothy Grace
Armed with a new proposal to
broaden their powers to include
admissions as well as
scholarships, the tripartite,
undergraduate
scholarship
committee is waiting for faculty
reaction before setting a date for
its next meeting.
The proposal. suggested by the
Rev. James J. Coughlin, S.J.,
academic vice president, would
effectively destroy the allfaculty
committee on
admissions and scholarships as
the exclusive functioner in these
areas if approved.
Faculty Absent
Quite significant to the
meeting. held last Friday
afternoon. was the fact that
although the idea received the
endorsement of all committee
members present, three of the
four appointed faculty members
did not attend.
Only in its second meeting, the
committee's progress has been
hampered thus far by the
existance of two committees,
itself and the faculty committee,
working with overlapping duties
in the area of scholarship awards
and review.
Admlssiou Too
Fr. Cou~in's offering was

molded in an attempt to prevent
the obvious duplicity of
responsibilites by having the
faculty committee work on
scholarships within the
framework of the tripartite
committee while at the same
time reporting back to the
general faculty concerning the
academic aspects of its work.
The dean then suggested that
he saw no reason that this idea
could DOt be adapted to handle
the area of admissions also. His
reasoning was that in both
scholarships and admissions,
although facully advice in the
setting of academic standards
was of prime necessity. input
from both students and
administrators on other, nonacademic. aspects of the
problems were equally
important.
Faculty Resentment
Dr. Maurice Grossman, the
lone faculty attendee, explained
that although he. personally. was
not opposed to the idea of
working within a larger group,
he guessed that there would be
resentment towards the idea
from other members of the
general faculty and possibly
from the absent committee
members who were faculty.
Committee chairman, the

Rev. George GallarelH, S.J.,
dean of admissions, voiced his
approval of Fr. Coughlin's
proposal because it would
facilitate matters by enabling
the group to by-pass all extra
channels that the all·faculty has
to go through when making a
decision.
Hopes For'Separate
COlI$ideratton
Fr. COlighlin emphasized that
he hoped the faculty would
"weigh this problem on its own
merits" rather than let it get
entangled in the emotions of
tripartite. He said that he saw a
definite case for the argument
that this job has additional needs
to the faculty's expertise in the
field of academics.
Questioned as to the
similarities between this issue
and the tripartite traffic court
which the faculty recently
turned down, Fr. Coughlin said
that. in his opinion, "the traffic
court brought on an excessive
amount of emotion" because of
the fact that it had individual
faculty members standing
before a tribunal.
It was agreed that members of
Ute faculty committee would
meet to discuss Ute proposal
further and prepare It for
presentation to the general
faculty.

Murphy answered a colleague's
question by saying thal, "To the
best of my knowledge, these
conditions were met."
He concluded his remarks with
a motion that the faculty accept
the court as a viable means to
solve the parking problems on
campus.
The discussio!l of this motion
was lead by Dr. George Baer
who insisted that only the State
of ConnectiCUl cOlild legally
estahlish any lrue court.
Dr. Baer said he would offer
an acceptable alternate proposal
after the faculty had finished its
discussion of the motion then on
the floor.
Court Valuable
Mr Leo Fey then spoke in
favor of the motion, citing this as
an ideal opportunity to
implement tri-partitism on a
practical level.
He said. "If there are legal
problems, we can call it a
hearing board. This is one place
where the qualitative difference
bet.....een students and faculty
holds no water'"
Dr. Richard Regan asked if
there .....ere sufficient faculty
violations to warrant a faculty
member's participation on such
a board. Fr. Murphy answered
that no faculty cases had yet
been before the court, but he
looked for cases in the near and
distant future.
Mr. Palko Lukacs rose and
stated, "I am amal.ed at this
whole discussion. Here the
entire issue of the tri·partite is
being discussed before the
University Council, and here we
are talking about a few of our
tickets. Meanwhile we are losing
time and losing face."
He moved to stop the
discussion and move on to the
matter of the Constitutional
Convention. but was ruled out of
order.
Altemate Proposal
Fr. James Coughlin then asked
Dr. Baer if he would not explain
the alternate plan that the
Faculty Welfare Committee had
proposed.
Dr. Baer, reminding the
faculty that "students and
faculty are not the saroe'·.
proposed that the Faculty
Welfare Committee handle any
disputes between any faculty
member and the security
department.
Dr. Joseph Grassl remarked
Utat "to act on a one-to-one
relationship in a world of threeto-one is not reasonable."
(Continued on PalelSl
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u. Council Tables Review Board
The controversial Media
Review Board proposal drawn
up by a special ad hoo committee
of the University Council met
with enough unfavorable opinion
to have the matter tabled once
again by a vote of four to four.
The Media Review Board.
structured to provide
representation for all university
affiliated media, would be
charged with receiving the
application of all media wishing
to be called "university

affiliated". and to receive
charges brought against those
media and to recommend
sanctions in the proper cases.
The board would contain the
chairman of the English
Department. the director of
university relations, the
mode.rator of the Manor, the
moderator of WVOF. and the
moderator of Frontires
magazine. The chief executive
officer of each publication on the
board would also be a voting
member.

Feminine Voice---------.
PHI KAPPA THETA OFFICERS - assemble following recent
election. They are (left to right> secretary John Timbone; vicepresident Brian McDonnell: president Joseph Marcino: pledge
masters. James Burke and Stephen Ferri.

Fraternity Picks Officers
Phi Kappa Theta of the
Connecticut Epsilon Kappa
Chapter recently installed its
newly elected officers who will
head the society's plans to
expand their community service
programs.
The newly elected officers
installed on January 18, include:
president. Joseph Marcino, vicepresident. Brian McDonnell.
corresponding secretary, John
Tribone, treasurer, Richard

BUFFALO

Second Skin Fit
For Tight Heads

48EASTSTATEST,
WESTPORT,CONN.~

PHONE: 226.9119
TRUMBULL SHOPPING

Coen, and pledge masters James
Burke and Stephen Ferri.
"Phi Kappa Theta affords its
brothers an opportunity for
individual development within a
close group. Our chapter is
composed of a wide variety of
personalities whose common
goal is to serve the fraternity
and university community,"
remarked Mareino as he
explained the fraternity's desire
to expand its activities.
In efforts to expand their role
in their community service
programs. the fraternity
brothers recently coordinated a
clothing drive here at the
university in which the clothes
collected were sent to
Appalachia by the Glenmary
Missions.
The service committee is
attempting to start a "rap
cellar" on campus where
members of the university can
meet together with individuals
who are knowledgeable and
conversant in their fields.
Future plans also call for
bringing a group of urban youths
from New York City to spend the
day at Fairfield.
The fraternity also plans to
initiate clean up projects on
campus.

Lady Pioneers
By Mary Donnanunma

Fall semester is a new year
away. and coeducation at the U.
has survived its first hurdles.
The girls are still here. Most
plan on staying. The Voice
interviewed a variety of coeds both transfers and freshmen - to
obtain a sampling of reactions to
the ladies' first semester at
Fairfield.
Pioneers in the truest sense.
the transfer students were
exuberant and frank in their
replies. Junior English major
Joan Evinski said she was
"relieved to be. away from the
all-women's - Catholic-eollege
stigma and into a coeducational
academic environment." Cathy
Buxton agreed most readily with
Joan:
"I went to a women's college
last year. Most of the girls there
were interested in nothing but
getting a diamond on their ringer
by the time they were seniors. So
sometimes the atmosphere
resembled a bridal salon rather
than an institution of education. ,.
Joyce Lasini. a sophomore
formerly of American U..
regards "being a female
minority is a challenge in a
classroom situation."
While the transfers are
pleased with Fairfield in
general, they feel their pioneer
position does possess some

drawbacks. For this year at least
there has been a housing
problem. A small minority of
male students still regard the
girls as "intruders" into the allmale Stag tradition. But aside
from these comments, the
transfers are well pleased.
Freshman students were
slower to judge the schooL One
girl who said she liked Fairfield
refused to comment on the
college experience as a whole:
"I haven't been to any other
colleges, so I can't compare
them with Fairfield. I thought
Fairfield would be. lots of work
and lots of fun. It has proven to
be. both."
Frosh commuter Debby
Henderson is pleased with
Fairfield's atmosphere. She
claims the people are "friendly"
and the work "challenging."
Not only did the coeds offer
comments in regard to
themselves. but a few also
discussed the rest of the college
population. Some girls found that
various professors had changed
their repertoire of jokes when
females joined their previously
all-male classes. Another group
of coeds stated that some male
students still apologize profusely
after swearing in the presel1Ci!: of
the girls. The coeds. touched by
Women's Lib. talk. rind both
situations noteworthy. if not
frustrating ones.
While Women's Liberation in
its extreme sense has not yet
made itself known on the
Fairfield campus, all the coeds
feel strongly about their status
as intelligent persons. They
resent any implications of
intellectual inferiority because
of their sex. But those coeds
interviewed were most
persistent in saying that they
appreciated all chivalrous
actions shown them by their
male counterparts.
Whatever each girl's opinion,
Fairfield coeds as a group have
made their mark on campus.
They have begun a Women's
Chorus, a cheerleading squad.
and even intermural basketball
teams. They have joined many of
the already established
organizations at the U. They
have proven to be a vocal
minority, one interested in the
future of the university. And
judging from applications for the
1972-73 school year, the password
is - more to come...

MEET
your friends at

In the meeting of the
University Council held last
Thursday afternoon, Mr.
Rudolph Landry, Dr. Nicholas
Rinaldi and Dennis Gallagher
were permitted to enter into the
discussion as representatives of
university affiliated media.
Fronlien crossed
Dr. Rinaldi spoke against the
board, saying that such a
concept is merely after the fact
censorship.
Mr. Landry reminded the
Council that VOF is under the
Federal Communications
Com(Jlisgion, and would need no
other guidan~.
There was some discussion
concerning the powers of the
board, with the complaint that
they were far to vague.
This brought the point,
expressed by Dr. King
Dykeman, that the Review
Board was just a devi~ of the
university to censor the Free
Press and Review.
Dean William Shimpf
explained that the board had only
recommendatory powers to the
dean of student services, and
thus its powers were well
defined. He also stated with
WVOF, the VOICE. the FREE
PRESS, Frontiers and the
Manor were all amenable the
idea of the Media Review Board.
There was considerable debate
over this point. Dr. Rinaldi said
that he was never contacted
about this matter. Terrence
Horan pointed out that the
student members of the VOICE
were never approached as well.
A FREE PRESS representative
stated that he was contacted. but
U1at the discussion at that time
was about a different document.
Proposal Tabled
The proposal was tabled, and a
special meeting was scheduled
for yesterday to discuss the
problem.
The proposal for the Media
Review Board slated that a
publication that wished to be
considered as a university
affiliated media must "submit a
clear ""TiUen statement of
editorial policy". agree to meet
financial responsibility. print a
disclaimer distinguishing its
opinions from those of the
university. accept the "Joint
Statement on Student Rights,"
accept the judgments of the
board, be eligible for university
support, and "submit a
statement sho ..... ing that
ownership and control of the
medium rests .....ith members of
the university community.'·
The special committee which
prepared the report consisted of
Mr. Shlmpf, Paul Davis. Rev.
Thomas McGrath, S.J., Robert
Burgess, Arthur Gallagher.
The
Council
voted
unanimously to adopt Fr. John
Mcintyre's suggestion that the
Constitutional Convention meet
on the third weekend of each
month.
Convention Set
The next session was set for
the 19 and 200f February.
An amendment to this motion
also passed that allo.....ed for the
convention to set its own dates,
along with those already agreed
upon in the University Council.
Dennis Gallagher objected to a
motion made by Mr. Paul Davis
at the previous meeting which
could have allowed the report of
the Neutral Board to be
presented to the Trustees as they
are now composed, rather than
the enlarged board.

BRIDGEPORT
MOTOR INN
Kings Highway Cut-Off at

367-4404
STUDENT RATES AVAILABLE

PARK
TRUMBULL, CONN. 116611
PHONE: m-7498
tt1.ATLANTlCST.
STAMFORD, CONN._I
PHONE: 3%7-7Q6G

THE BLUE BIRD SHOP
u 10 I'OST ROAD
fAIRF!ELD,

CONNECTICUT

Soei.' , St.tionlr)' .nd &9,.';n9
• Thub91win9 c..rdl
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Coughlin Delivers Address

Parents _Council Voices Concern
by Timothy Byne

VOF BOSS • Stan Hiriak. recently elected station manager of
WVOF is shown here operating the console in the station'S Regis
studio.

Problems of drugs. liquor. and
catholic education were the
main coocem expressed last
Saturday by 22 members of the
Parents Council following a talk
by the Rev. James Coughlin.
S.J.. academic vice-president,
concerning the issues facing
Fairfield University in the
future.
The all-day general meeting
was organized to discuss the
Council's $25,000 fund-raising
campaign begun to help furnish
the new Bannow Science Center.
Coughlin Voices Views
Dean of the college of arts and
sciences. Fr. Coughlin stated
that although the university has
established itself as an academic
institution but. it now must
incorporate a set of values and
altitudes to coincide with that
institution.
Concerning other dilemmas
Fr.
facing the university
Coughlin noted that there .....iIl be
a problem of finances if .....e
freeze our enrollment at 2400
students because tuition has
been one or the main

Stan Hiriak Gains Top VOF Post
Stan Hiriak '73. has assumed,
the strengthened position of
station manager of campus radio
station WVOF which now places
him at the top of the station's
recenlly reorganized staff.
A recently implemented
change in the station's
constitution calls for the station
manager. chosen by the general
club membership. to take overall
charge of running VOF with the
assistance of a five man board of
advisors. selected by the
manager. The station .....as
formerly governed by an
executive board which was
headed by president, Tom Heidi.
As top man. Stan is the prime
candidate to be saddled with the
station's perennial financial
problems which have prohibited
it from obtainin2 a new fm

An OUlperiormer
thai's a
"hmily Affair!"

PIONEER

M SX-440

AM-FM Stereo Receiver

The SX-44G has features for
every member of the family.
Features that "'ill give years
and years of superb listening
pleasure.
The SX-440 combiDes elegasce
iD design with excellence of
performance. 11 offers perfect
reproduction of FM monaural
and stereo broadcasts ... clear,
interfer~nce-fr~~
reception.
You can add a complete stereo
system to tbis versatile
receiver. It combines readily
with record players, siereo
tape recorders. reverberation
amplifiers. You can even
connect two separate speaker
systems. Music power is a solid
40 walls UHF). Visually, the
SX-440 is at tbe forelrODt 01
cODtemporary desigD. invisible
behind lis ebony black frollt
panel is tbe Lunar Glow tuning
scale which appears only witb
swilch on. The best part is tbe
price ...

Only $199.95
Complete With Wainul
Cabinet

J , l - - ()
House of O-ound
Village Center 633 E. State St.
Westport
Post Rd.
Z2:6-43C13
Frl. tillS: 3e

license. Currently running on
carrier current. the station's
audience is limited to on-eampus
students.
GoverniDg Change
VOF decided on its governing
change follOWing a review of
several constitutions of other
college radio stations including
those of Harvard and the
University of Bridgeport. It was
concluded that the station
manager-board of advisors set
up would more efficiently run
the station.
Members of the board include
program director, Bill O'Neil:
business manager. Don
Vandenbrul: chief engineer.
Anatole Dinbergs: and a public
relations director. yet to be
named.
Any member who had been
active in the club for at least one
semester was eligible for these
positions while a student must be
in his third semester in order to
be able to run for station
manager.
F.rn. Committee
Hiriak announced that a full·
time f.m. committee Is in the
process of being set up to explore
various ways for the station to
raise sufficient funds to go Lm.
The sophomore explained that
what VOF hopes to obtain is an
educational -non· commercial
f.m. license which would not
only help the station in terms of
expanding its broadcasting
audience but also in the areas of
news reporting and advertising.
In the area of news the station
cannot afford to rent an
Associated Press wire and a
number of other less expensive
news services hesitate from
doing business with carrier
current stations.
Advertising is also hard to
come by when merchants know
that your broadcasting is limited
to the university campus, Hiriak
exp~ined.

Need $5,000
The club was appropriated
approximately $2,500 by the
Student Government this year
but it would need at least $5,000
before- it could go f.m. A new 10
watt. Lm. transmitter would
cost at least $3.000 and expenses
would run at least $2,000 per
year.
Hiriak is optimistic that the
newly formed I.m. committee
will come up with some way to
obtain the funds. at least by next
September. "If this is the case".
he says. "we wouldn't be able to
start until January because the
Federal Communications
Commission demands that every
new station must have sufficient
funds to pay at
one year's
expenses before they begin
broadcasting. "
Concerning the requirements
necessary for a station to get an
educational license. Hiriak
explained that programs such as
"Speak Out", classical music
shows, and news programs all
qualify as educational pro~rams.

instruments in alleviating our
financial burdens.
The Dean also talked about the
nature of a religiously orientated
institution and the relationship
between the influence of the
laymen and the jesuits. Father
believes that the faculty should
remain predominantly catholic
and incorporate a christian
value.
Parents Raise Concern
When discussing the relation of
the school to the intellectual and
moral value of the students. the
parents were concerned about
the abortion and birth control
advertisements in the FFP&R.
the role of catholic education.
and drugs. Father remarked that
the drugs were a serious
problem but were under control.
He added that the FFP&R had
changed since its first few issues
and student attitude .....ould
decide the future direction of the
paper.
Cancermng catholic education.
the Dean stated that "the
purpose of education was to train
people to think rationally." Fr.
said that a too powerful
administration would not allow
students to do things on their
own; however. he noted that
"maybe the administration has
not been as strong as it should
have been."
Fr. Coughlin urged parents to
become more involved in the
university which is the purpose
of the Parents Council. Fr. also
note<lthat the parents should get
to know the tensions of the
school by visiting the campus
and talking to the students and
should not rely on the campus
newspapers because they are the
worst source of information.
Parents Day Set
The Parents Council met to
de<':ide on the format for raising
25.000 dollars needed to help the
university finance the
furnishings of the new science
center and to discuss the
combining of the Parents Day
and the dedication of the Bannow
Science Center on April 18.
Having already received 8.000
dollars of the 25,000 dollars
needed, the Council has decided
to write letters to parents asking
I them to donate money.
The council has also decided to
combine Parents Day and the

dedication of Bannow on April
18, the day before classes
resume after tbe Easter
vacation, in order to provide an
incentive for more parents to
attend and to offer them a
cbance to meet the faculty.

Famed Musican
To Show Here
Famed jazz trumpetist. Miles
Davis, is scheduled to appear
here in concert on February 'l:1 in
the University Gymnasium.
Sponsored by the AfroAmerican Society in conjunction
with the Student Government,
the show's proceeds will go
toward a continuation of the
Billy Taylor SCholarship Fund,
established last year.
Tickets are scheduled to go on
sale soon and Fairfield students
will be able to purchase them for
13.50 each while ootsiders will
have to pay $4.00 per ticket.
A Student Government loan of
was instrumental in
enabling the Afro-Am. society to
contract Mr. Davis who.
reportedly, will be appearing in
the New England a'rea during the
end of the month.

$4.000

Howard Rolle, president of the
society. reports that they plan to
sell all tickets prior to the
concert in order to avoid any
security problems at the door.
He added that they hope to
have mostly college students
attending but noted that with the
psychedelic jazz Davis has been
doinJil lately. he is liable to
attract a number of the younger
crowd.
Rolle emphasized that he
delinitely wanted to avoid any
incidents similar to what took
place at the Buddy Miles· Poco
concert. held here last fall. Gate
crashers. damaged several parts
of the building causing the
university administration to
question whether or not any
more concerts should be held
here in the future.
Heavy security is planned tor
the evening of the 'l:1th which
may include student work-study
people.

~ubljcan Committee Chairman

Local Politician to Speak Thurs.
One of the principal architects
of the political upheavel in
Bridgeport. James F. Stapleton
will discuss "Politics and its
Relevancy in Today's Society"
next Thursday evening at 8
o'clock in the Oak Room.
The lecture is part of the
"News 'N Views" series
sponsored by the Alumni
Association.
As co·chairman of the
Republican Action League, Mr.
Stapleton led the successful bid

to unseat the 10nJ{-time party
leadership. headed by Edward
Sandula. Mr. Stapleton had
asc~nded
to Mr. Sandula's
former post as Republican Town
Committee Chairman.
As the local leader he was
instrumental in the Republicans
surprising gains in the recent
November elections in
traditionally Democratic
Bridgeport.
1'54 Graduate
After graduating from
Fairfield in 1954. Mr. Stapleton
received his law degree from
Jamet F. Staplel'"
10499 Post Rood
Foirlleld, Corwl.
ThnIwoy bit 21
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See our Bright Spot
where the action turns
on everything young.

Boston College and a masters law
degree
in
taxation
from Georgetown Universitv.
A partner in the Bridgeport
law firm of Marsh. Day and
Calhoun, he has been admitted to
practice law in Connecticut,
Massachusetts as well as the
United States Supreme Court
and tbe Tax Court. Mr. Stapleton
bas served as an attorney in the
anti-trust division of the U.S.
Department of Justice.
Mr, Stapleton is a past
president and director of
Fairfield's Alumni Association
as well as partic!patinj: in many
civic organizations.
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Trouble Ahead
A series of events during the past few weeks do not
seem to augur well for the future of tri-partitism in this
university. The first of these incidents was the general
faculty's refusal to participate in the tri-partite traffic
court. This is another instance when a group of faculty
members has held up any progress toward tri-partitism.
Many faculty members don't seem to want to be
responsible to anyone, but want everyone- to be
responsible to them.
The most common reason given for the faculty's
failure to participate in the traffic court is that they
would find it demeaning to appear before a court which
included a student justice. However, it is only after they
have been accused of breaking university regulations
that they wo.uld have to appear in court. If they had
obeyed the parking regulations in the first place they
would not have to be "disturbed" by being tried on the
same basis as a student (or an administrator).
If. in the future, this same group of faculty members
are able to hold up all forms of tri-partitism in the
university. then it certainly would seem that the
members of the Constitutional Convention are wasting
their time performing in a vacuum.
Faculty members are not the only villians in the tripartite game, however, students have also been wearing
black hats on a few occasions. Most notably. the current
elections for a new student government president have
been marked by general apathy which has produced a
lackluster group of candidates. The most notable and
qualified candidates for the position have chosen to stay
out of the race.
It must be noted, however. that these non-eandidates
might have very solid reasons for their failure to run.
Being student government president is a full-time job
and the person who fills this position can say goodbye to
any hopes for a meaningful intellectual and social life.
One solution to this dilemma would be to pay the student
government 'president a salary. If nothing else, this
would at least ensure a better field of candidates.
Finally, we come to the administration. It is rather,
curious that they have been the one sector which has
been most willing to let the University Council make its
decisions, when it is the one part of the community paid
to make decisions. Besides this, the administration
severely limits its spokesman to only its highest ranking
members. ignoring the wishes of lesser members of the
administration.
It would seem to be an appropriate time for all sectors
of this 'Jniversity to sit back and reflect on their views on
tri-partitism. If more than one sector of the universitv is
not sincerely interested in having a tri*partite body rule
this university, then there is no sense in continuing the
shame of the constitutional convention.

Leditors

Ii

Ad Objection
To the Editor
1 wish to ezpress my concern with the
trend in advertising exhibited in the
January 21 and January 28 editions of the
University Voice. specifically the
advertisement soliciting motel rooms.
The very idea of allowing an
advertisement which suggests that young
men and women receive rates because
they are students, where the suggested
activity is the Devil's work, is abhorent to
any Christian, God-fearing person such as
myself. After all, I contribute prayers and
grace to this University. while the
University Voice is allowin~
advertisements seeking to tempt our
Christian students into the ways of sin and
perdition.
Gentlemen, I am shocked! It would
appear that the University Voice places
expedience before principles in the order
of priorities. Gentlemen of the Voice. I
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Literate?
To the Editor
of the University Voice:
In the February 4th issue of the
University Voice there appears an
editorial entitled "Frivolous and
Frustratin~." It is. the privilege of the
newspaper to give expression to opinions
about the Constitutional Convention. It is
the right of those who read the newspaper
to expect those opinions to be expressed
literately.
Yours truly.
(Prof. \ Julia M. Johnston

Separate Papers

Activity

The Universily of Maryland's Board of
Regents recently announced lhe
appointmenl of a special commission
composed of prominent journalisls and
educalors to study methods of separating
sJudent pUbl ieations from the University.
The crealion of a commission was
recommended by a special committee of
the Board appointed to study all aspects
01 the student activilies fees. On the
recommendation of the committee. the
Regents acted lo separate fee-supported
student publications from the University
and to have the proposed commission
advise them no later than Februarv l.
1971. on the procedures to be followed lo
do this.
Student publications at the Universily
are presently supported by funds
allocated from mandatory student
activities fees. Controversial contents
which have appeared in several student
publications prompted investigations to
find out how these publications might
become self-supporting.
University President Wilson H. Elkins
in announcing the commission's
appointment commented. "We realize we
cannot be engaged in censorship which
courls have ruled against.
"'This leaves the University as the
pUblisher without means of control of its
sludent publications. We expect to
separate the student publications so the
University wiU not be the publisher and
lhe question now is how todo it.··

nl\'ersitlCS that encourage and
arrange for facult.\· and students to
engage in political activities arc in danger
01
destro~'ing
academic Ireedom.
declares Philip B. Kurland. Prolessor of
Law at the University 01 Chicago. edilor
01 "The Supreme <':OUrl Bcvl('w." lmd a
constitutional law expert.
"A University," he said. 'Clmnut be
both a polilical force and an Inslitutlon
dedicated to the search lur knowledge and
LIS dissemination ..\5 a university makes
a political commitment. It dcstro~·5 ItS
claim to academic. freedom. \nd wilhout
academic freedom. the search lor and
dlssenllnation of knowledge bet.'tIllIes
lIlore shadow than subslance.
Kurland also CritiCiZed Um\erSllles for
3110WIll~ students to receive credit for
courses they did not attcnd. lor pa~'lllg
lacultlcs lor nOI leadlln~ "'hlle the\' arc
en~3fl,l>d m political aCII\·ltU·S. and lOr
allowlllj;l campus lacllllles to be usc<! lor
those purposes.
Kurland Sdld II unl\"erSHlCS persisted m
such aclJ\'ltles .. the unl\ erSllles we have
known Will cssentlally brt'OIlU' caretaker
LnStllUllons ..-\nswers \\"111 be SUbSlltuted
lor (IUestlons. Indoctrination will replacc
education.
"'The collcges and universities ma.\'
become political institutions. but when
the~' do. t~c~' will no longer be able to
serve as an.\'thin,g more than demenlar.\'
educatIOnal inslitUtions from which only a
very fcw ever enter the world 01 higher
educatIon.
"ThiS IS the'price that ,\rnerlca Will pay
lor thc cowardice of Its UnIVCrSIl~'
lacultles. It Illa~' not be too hl~h a price.
.\fter all. what would be the (unction of an
old-fashioned kmd of university III 198-1
except to breed critics of orthodoxy' And
m 198-1 who Will need Critics of
orthodoxy'!"'

For the rirst time. be~lllnin~ thiS fall. 45
al Connecticut <.:ollege
wiiI serve as voting members on nine
standing committees and one special
comnlluee of the faculty body.
Moreover. with one exception. the
number of student representatives
elected to each (:ommiuee will equal the
number of those elected by the facultv.
The single departure from the principle of
parity is on the academic policy
committee to which students will elect
three representatives as opposed to nine
from the faculty.
This influential group receives and
considers all proposals relating to lhe
educational program of the college. and
oUl of it COllle recommendations for full
faculty action in such vital areas as
curriculum innovation or alteration.
requirements for the Bachelor of Arts
degree and the honors program.
The nine facult,v committees on which
students will serve in equal numbers to
the elected professors are:
administration. admissions. ceremonies.
college development. convocations.
faculty discussions, interdepartmental
majors. academic scheduling and library.
The precedent-breaking aClion by the
faculty has accomplished here one of the
major reforms belllg urged upon colleges
and universities by student Rroups
throughout the United States.
What the undergraduates want is
greater self-determination in their
college educations and a more influential
voice in the administration of academic
affairs,
under~raduates

The -'-Iy campus

will pray most fervently that through His
mercy God ....;11 forgive you for this
heinous offence against His law,

From Other Campuses

Student Involvement

February 4,1971

il!

Faculty Compensation
New laculty l'Ompl'nsalion fi~un.'S.
reJeasl'tl bv the I\meril\an ASSOCiation uf
University' Professllrs. reveals thai
Culumbia\ average facult~' scale ruse lu
ninctl'Cnth place nallUnall~·. I\verage
s:Jlar~' plus benefits for full-lime r:Jcull~'
members for 1969-70 was given as $18,321.
up 10 percent.
'
Thc report b.v the Ai\ll!"s "Commiltee
X." complains lh:Jl inflation has cUl inlU
salaries so that only 4:1.1 percenl Ilf the
more than :J lhousand inslitutions
surven'tl could daim as increaSe of I
pcrccill or more in "real"' salaries. Fivc
years a~u. the report says. 90 percent uf·
the institutiuns met this crltel'lon.
fo;arlier this vear the :\:\UI' announct"d
a major changc in its ratin~ system.
Previously. institutions .....ere ~iven a
letter ~rade. from :\:\ to G. for aVt'l'agc
and minimum levels uf compt..'flsation.
These ICller·grad!'· scak'S will be replaced
by a numerical ralin~ system. In len
sleps. for each academic rank in each of
thrre cale~oricsof schools.
Also. the minimum·compe·nsation
scales will be eliminaled. and the overall
avera~e compensation hgure will no
longer be given.

.....
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'I Don"t Believe in Lennon"
they drew strength from their
In
general,
the
collective unity. All of the instrumentation on this record,
"God." a song on John Beatles solo albums have shown is some of the worst that I have
Lennon's solo album on Apple flashes of brilliance, but none ever heard by an established
Records, contains a list of all the have produced a totally artist. In "Mother", Ringo's
different items which the former consistent effort.
quivering drums lake the lead in
Coupled with Lennon's two such an unprofessional manner
BeaUe no longer believes in such
as magic, Kennedy, Yoga and part interview in which he calls as to put one asleep."
Perhaps after this failure,
Beatles. To this list I would like himself a "brilliant songwriter"
to add one more line "I Don't and a genius, his solo album can Lennon will be able to realize his
Believe in Lennon." Yes, the only be viewed as a major mistakes and return to his
dream is over, we know now that disappointment.
former excellence. I can't
The master lyricist Lennon is believe that the man who was
the Beatles cannot exist as solo
artists but only as a group - that no longer concerned with responsible for songs like "A
is where their strength lies.
perfection, but is instead writing Day In The Life." "I Am The
As a group the Beatles were sophomoric lyrics with shallow Walrus" and "In My Life" could
untouchable, no one in rock one - dimensional music. Every stoop to such a low level without
music even came near their good artist has to be willing to a triumphant return. Really,
musical mastery. However, labor at his craft, but Lennoll is John, we're all sorry that your
working as solo artists they just no longer inspired to strive for "mummy" died a long time ago,
don't cut the mustard. Somehow, excellence.
but it's no excuse for pUlling out
r find it ironic that the best such a mediocre album! 1
song on this album "Working believe in BeaUes...
Class Hero", has the least
chance of ever being beard on
the radio. A splended
Dylanesque
song,
it
This
afternoon
the
unfortunately includes a few
words which the FCC would find Mathematics Club will present
scale and assumes they unacceptable. When writing and the first in a series of
represent the entire gammut.
recording the song. Lennon fully elementary colloquia on Game
There are two minor problems realized that he would have this Theory with applications to the
with the movie. First, the ending trouble, but it didn't stop him. I social sciences. No background
is telegraphed ahead of time and can't figure out why he would is required. The program under
thus lessens its effect. Secondly, forsake having the message of the direction of Ralph L. Fox. Jr.
in the recording studio scene, the this song brought to millions of is scheduled for 4:00 p.m. in
technicians seem mucb to people for two four-letter words. Bannow 139.
Other worthy songs on the
insensitive to the talent of
Andrew Heath has
album include "Isolation",
Bobby's sister.
';Hold On, John." and "Love."
aoDOUaced tbat the newallBut above all, the lack of final
girls cboral group is in need
definition in Bobby's character Other songs seem to be buill
of a piano accompaolst. Mr.
is the failure of the movie. He is around one good line. like "God
Heatb bas been acting In this
almost the tragic hero; but since is a concept by which we
capacity, as well as director
we are not sure what he measure our pain" in "God."
of tbe group.
Most of the other songs are so
represents, he is ambiguous.
The female club. the first
What is he looking for? Maybe it simplistic and one - dimensional
all coed orgaoi13llon to be
that they are embarrassing.
wasn't even there to be found.
Especially in songs like "Well,
formed, Is preseatly in
I have said some adverse
Well. Well" and "1 Found Out,"
reheanal for future concerts.
things about Five Easy Pieces.
Interested applicants sbCHIld
But I want to make it clear that Lennon seems to be sacrificing
come to Mr. Heath's office in
this movie should be seen. More art for frankness. We all have
Loyola.
important than seeing it, problems. John, but we don't
have
to
cry
on
everyone~'s~;ir;;;;::;r~iiir::;;;
• •;;;;~
however, is renectin on. ;.t........
By Pat LoDg

Flick Frondeur

Five Easy Pieces-Helplessly Hopeless
By David lola
Five Easy Pieces is a
"personal picture." It is a
thoughtful character study of a
homeless hero who travels the
land in search of a life style
where he can do his own thing.
The film industry is now
fascinated by this type of lonely
figure. Movies with this
searching tbeme have replaced
the Western drama now seen on
television. Midnight Cowboy,
Easy Rider, Alice's Restaurant,
Little Fauss and Big Halsy, are
all given the tag of "road
picture." That is, in each of
these pictures, the hero is on the
move; he is probing for
something, somewhere.
Five Easy Pieces is such a
movie. In the beginning, Robert
Dupea, as played by Jack
Nicholson, is first seen in a
€alifornia oil field. He has a
home, a not too bright girl,
Rayelle (Karen Black). and a
friend with whom he drinks,
bowls, socializes. and works. But
then a change occurs in the
direction of the story.
We learn that he has a sister
(Lois Smith) who is a concert
pianist. He has a family, all of
musical background. Next we
find out that he is a trained
pianist. We are with him when he
is given the information that his
father is dying. He is tormented
by the idea of visiting his home
and father. He gives into his
feelings and leaves his life in
California but takes Rayette
with him. Knowing that her
background will not be accepted
by his family, Dupea leaves his
girl in a nearby motel.
Bobby's problem is shown
when he reaches his childhood
home. It is physically as well as
symbolically situated on an
island in Puget Sound. The house
is filled with fine musical
instruments and family
momentos, but it is also full of
human sterility. This is the
major flaw in the film. By
sbowin~ the "''hole family as
superflcial, shallow, and
insincere, Director Harelson has
overstated the hollowness of
Bobby's background. It is during
the "old home" sequence that
the movie seems flat and even
contrived.
Some will feel that the film
lacks any form. But this is an
asset since character study in an
action film is almost impossible.
Bobby is a man of tired
dissatisfaction, a man to whom
commitment to anything is 100
much to take. This could not
have been shown in a movie of
great action and resolve. Thus
the film must be open-ended.

The problem here is that the
little structure the film has is
very shaky. Nicholson remains
so aloof in both life-styles that it
is difficult to define him at all.
Some will feel that the movie
shifts its mood. In the beginning
of the film, Rafelson establishes
a mood of immediacy. but
somehow looses it. During
Bobby's journey there are many
encounters to tell us about the
times. But the urgency of the
first few scenes is lost.
This lose of immediacy
created a thematic problem for
me. Is the movie about the
dullness of American society or
is it about the torment of a born
outsider? Is Bobby in search of
something or is he always
"fleeing before things go bad"
for him? I find him to be the
captive spirit of alienated
western man. This movie is not a
critique of AMERICA 1970.
But the direction of the movie
is so vague that my position is
based only on gut reaction. The
film moves on both paths at
once.
The modern American
bowling-alley and typical trailer
home confinement seem to say
that Bobby must bear the
American way of life. In the
beginning of the film, Bobby
embraces this life shOWing it
some commitment by becoming
involved in a fistfight with
plainsclothes detectives.
In the ultimate juxtaposition
he rejects his father (to whom he
says he has never been close),
his brother, his brother's
beautiful fiancee, his father's
male nurse, friends of the
family. children, and even
Rayelte. In fact no person of any
class. with the possible
exception of his sister, is fit to be
on the same earth with him.
The movie is filled with
colorful little vignettes, a rather
easy way of sustaining interest
but one which Rafelson uses to
perfection. The pair of hitchhikers is handled extraordinarily
natural. Helena KalHantiotes
give an effective rendition of an
ecology fixated woman heading
for Alaska because it is "purer
and cleaner than the other 49
states."
Another little scene that is
presented skillfully is also a
simple tale. It is the party girl's
story about her chin dimple. It
provides a unique moment of
comic relief in the tension-filled
world of Bobby Dupea.
The scene with the
"intellectuals" is good as it
juxtaposes Rayette's life with
highbrow society. Bobby seems
only to see the very high and
very low stratus of the social
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Middle----~

Fasting for
Tri-Partite
8y Robert Byrn
It seems that no matter where
you .e:o someone is always tr.ving
to capitalize on a fad. Just the
other day when I walked into the
Snack Bar for lunch and asked
what was being served. I was
a-stonished to learn that
tripartite sandwiches werc being
advertised as the da.\··s special.
"Whar-'s a tripartite
sandwich?" I asked the cashier.
"Three ('qual layers of turkey.
bacon, lettuce, and tomato.
"That's nothing but a club
sandwich. "
"we don't use words like that
around here. Clubs symbolize
privacy. isolation. and secrecy.
This is a totall.\· open campus. I'll
have you know."
"W'ell then give me a tripartite
sandwich 1"[1 be sitting at that
table over In the corner ..
'"l"m sorry but [see now that I
can't serve you'
"Whvnot?"
"Because your presence here
is upsetting the balance of
tripartite. "
"Balance of tripartite?"
"Look around. There are 10
administrators. 10 students. and
onl.\' 9 teachers eating lunch. My
next customer has to be a faculty
member."
"Can't ~'ou make an
exception?"
"Certainly not! If I were to
serv(' you first, it would be taken
as <l sign of favoritism LOward
the student bod.v. Our policy is
equal representation ror all
three segments ..
"But I'm hungry'-'
"If you have a j;!rievance. I can
rerer' you to the proper
complaint. board. We have
committees which are binding
and executive. advisoT\' and
legislatIve. advisory' and
executiv('. "
"Where can
find the
manager""
"We don't have a manaj;!er.
The governance of this
establishment falls directly
under the authoritv of our
Communit\' Food and Drink
Commission. the composition 'of
which is of course tripartite."
"Take me to this Commission
then."
"Since its members meet only
once a month. J doubt that it
would do you any good looking
for them."
"Isn't there any way I can get
something to eat?"
"You do seem to have a real
problem. Have you tried our
tripartite vendin~ machines'?
"How do they work'!"
"First .vou have to find a
teacher and an administrator.
Then all together walk up to the
machine. grasp the handle in
harmony. and pull with equal
strength. Of course. if one pulls
harder than the other two, you
lose your money."
"Why's that?"
"To overstep one's proper
bounds and gain dominance is a
serious breach or the spirit of
tripartite. "
"Who would know if you
served me before a teacher?"
.'The spirit of community

livin.e: forbids me to favor one
group over another. Besides the
faculty is upset enough that it
can'tJJave its own private Snack
Bar."
"But I thought you said that
this was an open campus. Why
would the faculty want a private
Snack Bar?"
"They're afraid of losing their
superior table manners through
constant contact with students
and administrators."
"All this talk isn't .e:etting me
anything to eat. Don't you think
you're overdoinJ;! this equality
stuff?"
"Watch what you say. or I'll
call a security I!uard and have
you detained for provokinj;! a
confrontation."
"~ever mind. I was about to
leave. Why can't vou run a
cafeteria the way ev'ervone else
does?"
.
"We of the Snack Bar staff like'"
to think of ourselves as ahead of
the times. After all. our goal is to
be innovators. not imitators."

DON'T BE-TRAY ME - say four unidentified Fairfield Stags who enjoy the ride of a winter storm on
the icy grounds with transportation provided by Specialized Management.

---{;alDpus ( ; I i p s - - - For the seventh consecutive
year the university's philosophy
department in conjunction with
the Philosophy Academy will
present an outstandinjZ European
philospher.
Professor
V V,
Mshvenieradze. head of the
department of contemoor<lrv
Man:ist philosophy at the
Institute of Philosophr in
Moscow. will discuss "Youth and
Ideological Struggles Today"

:)enate Grants Luan luI' Fete
(Continued From Page 1 f
President Dennis Gallagher to
address the legislature
"I have been informed by Mr,
John Hickson that some 600
students haven't paid their
student ~overnment activities
fee." voiced Gallagher. "This
represents over $15,000 in the
government budget. "
Gallagher also told the
representa\lves that the
academic council voted to allow
four _students to sit in at the
faculty meetinllls with voice
privileges only. But this matter
has yet to come before the
general faculty.
Appropriations 10 Clubs
The second and third items on
the legislature's agenda were
bills appropriating 51,000 and
SS50 to the rugby and fencing
clubs respectivel.v.
Both bills were passed with the
stipulation that no funds would
be allocated unless all club
members have paid their
activities fee.
The next item on last .....eek·s
agenda was the consideration of
house rules. a bill written and
proposed by representative
William Merit.
The bill specified the melhod
of formulation. proposal. and
evaluation of le.e:islalive action
by the standin.e: house
committees and the legislature
at large.
!\fter extensive debate the bill
was passed with several friendly
and formal amendments,
Legislation Reviewed
A resolution proposed by
legislator William Striebe, which
was passed at an earlier meeting
(12-3-70). was reviewed by the
assembly and defeated.
The resolution sought to have
all faculty members give their
students at least four days notice
before testing. two days notice
before quizzing. and that no
students should be compelled to

PIZZA MADE TO
ORDER IN
SNACK BAR

take more than two tests per
day.
The debate revolved around
two ideas. Those in opposition to
the bill claimed that the
legislature had no rij;!ht to ask
the general faculty to abide by
these standards. The students
should only approach those
faculty members who fail to jZive
adequate notice.
Those favoring the resolution
retorted that adequate notice of
testing, quizzing. etc .... is vital
to good student-faculty relations
and the spirit of academic
freedom.
Conslitutions Approved
The government operations
committee. under the direction
of Larry Halloran. presented to
the legislature the constitutions
of the Cardinal Key Society and
thc Youn.e: Republicans Club.
These two items. numbers six
and seven on the agenda, were
accepted with very little debate.
Another past legislative act
was questioned at this session.
.The election of Gerry Kelly as a
student delegate to the
constitutional convention was
reconsidered due to charges of
numerous absences at the recent
sessions. However, after stifled
debate the action was withdrawn
by the proponent.

next Tuesday evemng at
o'clock in the Campus Center.

The second in a series of
Tournaments will be held
this evening at T:'15 p.m. in the
Campus Center Faculty DininF
Room. Prizes will be awardeu
and coffee will be served. For
further information contact ~Ir
Ralph Fox. Jr.
Brid~e

The Afro-American Societv on
campus will sponsor a mixer.
"Togetherness". a week from
tomorrow evening in the Campus
Center Oak Room at 8.30 p.m.
Billed as "The big~est party
ever. in honor of the Fairfield
Stags and Stagettes.'· the notice
goes on to say that .. It·s about
time we started doinf! it
tot!ether .. ,

Faculty Traffic
IContinued From Page I.
Fr. SCUlly moved that the
alternate proposal be adopted.
The motion passed.
The
erforls
of
the
Constitutional Convention then
came to the floor.
Dr. Grassi Questioned the
objectivity of a facult\' report of
the convention b~' citin,e: a
passage which intimated thaI an
administrator had been coerced
by another on a crucial vote.
Provost Explains
Dr. John Barone explained the
issue as a brief. facetious
encounter between he and Fr.
Gallerelli in which the Dean of
Admissions asked for some
information concerning the
upcomin~ vote.
Mr. Paul Davis stood before
the body and answered various
questions about the emergency
procedures of the boards and the
senate. the power of the faculty
under a tri-partite s~'stem. and
the naive ,e:ood faith that seems
to be necessar\' in such a
governmental structure.
Mr. Arthur Reil stated, ..the
general faculty could not
overrule anythin~."
In response. Dr. Lise Perkins
said. "What do we overrule
now?"
The discussion continued. pro
and con, until ~:30 when many
faculty members began to exit.
Fr. Scully made a' public
apology for misusing Fr.
Thomas McGrath's proxy. and
the meeting adjourned. .

Campus
Calendar
"'eD, II

Sensitivity Session sponsored
by Studellt Government. Campus
Center Oak Room. 3:30 p.m.
Bridge Tournament. Faculty
Dining Room. 7:00p.m.
.
Feb. 12
"John and MarY"
movie.
Gonzaga 7:30p.m.'
Feb. 13
"John <lnd Mary"
Feb. 18
Alumni Lecture Series
"Politics and Its Relevancv in
Today's Society"
Ja'mes
Stapleton. Campus Center Oak
Room. 8 p.m.
Feb. 19
"Justine" - movie. Gonzaga.
7:30p.m.

Hockey
vs. C.C.N.Y.
Wonderland of Ice Arena. 9 p.m.
Afro-Am Society Mixer.
Campus Center Oak Room. 8 12
p.m.
Feb. 20
"Justine"
Basketball - vs, Kings College.
Gym. Frosh ·6 p.m. Varsity - 8
p.m.
Feb. 21
Fr. Andre Bouler
Art
Opening Reception. Campus
Center Oak Room. 2 p.m. - 4 p.m.

.....•...........
••
••
••

•

You are invited to Olir indoor flea market

.
••
••
••

:

feall/ring

:

•

peasant handcrafts of Peru, Mexico, Bolivia, Ecuador, India, Morocco

•

flea market prices will be IIl1believnble!

•
•

rugs (50.00)

•

wall hangings /34.00)

•

peasant skirts (25.00)

•

peasant dresses (30.00)

~

....

. . . . .. ..

miscellaneous clothing .. ,

* * * * * * * * * * ** * * * * *

•

men's ponchos (22.00)

•

ruanas {30.00} ..

SANDWICHES SOLD IN

•
•

( 2 5 . 0 0 ) . . . •. . .. .
ponchos (25.00)
.. . . . .
.. . . .

•

iewelry ...

DORMS FROM 9:30 to 11:00

•

:

$25.00

•

15.00

•
•

15,00

•

5,00.1.00

•

...

.. ..

10.00

•

15.00

•

12.50
12.50

•
•

1.00, .50

•

many. many handcrafts at 1.00 and .50

•

One day only -

February 13, 1971 -

•
•

1Z.50

. . . . .. .. . . . . . .. .

...... ....

•

•

,

•

STOP THE SANDWICH MAN!

,

10-6 P.M.

Pinata Party • 286 E. State • Westport

•

•
:

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

,-
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SPORTS SLANTS
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ew Schedule System Introduced
Winter Wonder/and For Enlarged Intramural Leagues
By BOB BLAIR

It·s cold - about 50 degrees, the
lighting is poor and there aren't
enough people here to call it a
home cro.....d. We're at the New
Haven Arena - the home court
(?) of the Stags.
It is a well known fact that the
arena is one of the less desirable
places to watch and play
basketball. The condition of rest
room and locker room facilities
is deplorable and the detachable
basketball floor is no bargain.
Ice Chill Factor
The fact that the New Haven
Arena Blades' skating surface is
right below the floor lends a
hearty wintry feeling to the
place. One always Q.resses warm
when heading for a Stags' game
at the Arena.
This is big time basketball and
the Stags take the ice-oops-eourt
and the cro.....d cheers them on.
But where is the cro.....d ?
Attendan~ at the Arena this
year has hardly been impressive
enough to cause one to think that
so many of our home games
should be scheduled in these
wretched confines, which are a
good 30 minute drive from
Stagland.
AneDCIaD« Not S.R.O.
Judging from attendan~ this
year it makes it hard to per~ive
that Fairfield is making any kind
of big profit by scheduling games
in New Haven. The turnouts at
the campus gym for games this
season have been overhwleming
with both the St. Peter's and U.S.
games having about 2,000 on
hand.
After all. besides the Calvin
Murphy and Bob Lanier
attractions of last year how
many times has the pla~ come
close to being filled in the last
two seasons? Granted, the
basketball team is in the midst
of a rough season but to drive a
half hour and sit in a chilled
building for t.....o hours is not
every fan's idea of big time
basketball.
No Home Court Edge
Playing at the Arena brings
about numerous prob1ems. First
of all we surrender any kind of
home court advantage which we
would hold in our own gym. Since
the Stags only play there maybe
six times a year it might as .....ell
be listed as a neutral site rather
than Fairfield's bome~ourt.
Secondly, how are prospective
recruits supposed to be
impressed by the Stags' home
court?
A problem which arose two
weeks ago altalnst UConn
illustrates another difficulty.
Although it was our home game
.....e were not the sponsor for the
night. "'TIC radio of Hartford
could not broadcast the game
because the New Haven Arena
management, not Fairfield. had
final say in the matter. The
management felt thal
broadcasting the game would
hurt attendance. It seems to me
that the Arena should worry
about a few other things in terms
of hurting attendance such as
heat. etc.
Oppoaeats Sbua AreDa Too
A common notion as to why the
Stags schedule games in New
Haven is that many big time
opponents wouldn't play in our
small campus facility.
Apparently some schools are
beginning to shun the Arean also.
Villanova is believed to have
declined to play there this year
which is reportedly why the
Stags are playing in Philly for
the second year in a row.
Another excuse why the Sta~s
have "waited out" this long m
the Arena is because they hope
to have a better "in" at the New
Haven Coliseum which should be

Classified
Ansco slide projectorouter case slightly damaged-$20,00, Trayi'> are also available. Call 377-4880,

completed by a year from now.
This is difficult to understand
however, as the Arena is under
private o\\'Ilership while the
Coliseum will be municipally
operated.
Coliseum, Bright Hope
An end to our tenure in the
infamous New Haven Arena is In
sight however as the Stags
anxiously await the openinjil of
the Coliseum which will seat II
thousand. Until then however it
might be a wise idea to play all
home games next year at home
until traveling to New Haven
isn't like making a trip to the
North Pole.

Phenomenal Frosh

He indicates that the schedule most of the .....ay. but could never
will play twice every other week. grab the lead.
Campion 2 rode the fine
SChedules will be posted on a day
to day basis and players should performance of Ken Kalva to a
check the campus center bulletin 46-34 victory over Campion 4.
Kalva chipped in with 16 points
board daily.
but his effort was offset by the
Yales Higb
Highlighting last week's action losers' Bob Dillon who threw in
was the battle of American Zl points. For his effort Dillon
Conference powers, Campion 3 was named intramural player of
and Northwest 1. as Mike Yates the week.
Regis 4, Uadefeated
with 18 points; and Kevin McKee
In another big game a
with 13 markers led Campion to
a hard-earned 56-39 win. The surprising Regis 4 squad coasted
combination of a tenacious to their third win without a loss
fullcourt press and constant by trimming Re~is 2. 43-31. The
hustle provided Campion with winners' Phil Floyd led all
the winning combination. Mark scores with 13 points.
The Afro-Am five made their
O'Donnell was high man for the
losers with 19_ points as the major league debut with a
Northwest team kept it close convincing 53-35 victory over
Northwest 3. Jimmy Flemming
ripped the nets for 20 points and
was well supported by teammate
Cuzie Cummings who got 11
points. Bill Macken was best for
NW 3 with 15 points, followed by
SCully with 14.
Mark O'Donoghue led the'
The Rogers' Record
R.A.·s to a 37-28 win over PKT as
Rogers
Game
Eddie Kubik's 19 markers paved
W Southern Conn.
40
the way for the football club's 5340
W Boston College
20 trouncing of the Studs.
L. Providence College
34
MAJORS
W Manhattan College
T1
W St. Thomas More
39
AFROAJl,{ - 53
WSt. Peter's College
NW3-45
22
W U. of Bridgeport
PKT-28
W U. of New Haven
RA's-37
W Robinson SChool
42
LColumbia University
36
W Bryant & Stratton J.e. 36
FOOTBALL CLUB - 53
LArmy
23
STUDS -20
WSacred Heart
NW2-48
49
break that mark before the Stag
yearlings conclude their season.
NWl- 39
Impressive Figures
C-3 - 56
Rogers has hit on 58 percent of
C2-46
his shots from the field while
C4 - 34
cashing in on 78 percent of his
R3 - 58
free throws. He has also been a
R6-37
bulwark around the boards by
R4 - 43
grabbing 15.1 rebounds per game
R2 - 31
to lead the team in that
cateltory.
A highly sought after
performer from Kent Prep
SChool last year. Rogers' recordtyin~ performance follo .....ed a
season·low 22 points as the
Stags' frosh knocked off their
• Next season the basketball league and Gibbons is avera/i:ing
previously
undefeated
University of Bridgeport Stags are entered in the Quaker 18 points per game in a reserve
counterparts, 81-76. In recent City Classic which will be held guard role.
• Last week NCAA stats show
contests. Rogers has netted 42 over the holiday season.
that Mark Frazer moved to ninth
points in a 9U4 win over Fairfield will be keeping some
Robinson Prep School and 36 in very hefty company. Other slot among leading rebounders,
but his below par effort vs. St.
an 89-70 loss to the Columbia teams entered are South
Bonaventure will most likely
Carolina. UMass, Tennessee,
frosh.
pull him down.
Boston College, Villanova.
Going into the Villanova game
Manhattan and LaSalle.
• The Fairfield Rugby Club the Stag's captain was avera/i:ing
15.6 rebound per game.
has begun workouts in the gym.
• Both Frazer and George
preparing for the coming season.
At a recent meeting senior Paul Groom were named to honorable
Stag Oppoaeats
Flanagan was elected captain mention on last week's E.C.A.C.
Holy Cross
while junior Chris Galvin was Division I team of the week.
13 .....ins 5 losses
picked as vice-captain.
• A campus organization has
98-76 Opponents this sprin~ include been approached in regard to the
W Stonchill
136-68 RutJters. Villanova, Essex possibility of having a closed
W St. Michael's
59-49 R.F.C.. and possibly Dartmouth
W Seton Hall
circuit screen on campus for the
92-65 and Boston Colle~e.
W Yale
upcoming Joe Frazier
99-93
L Mississippi
Mohammad Ali fight in March.
•
Many
ex-Stag
hoop
S~<tlS
8<1-64 are still displaying their prowess No final plans have been
W Iowa State
75-74
L 51. John's
the hardcourt while announced.
,,>-18 on
W St. Peter's
• Creighton University, one
performing
with semi84-54 professional teams. Art Kinney. of numerous new teams to dot
W Cornell
94-83
W Syracuse
'68. is now playing for the the 1971·72 basketball schedules
87-64 Seminthal team in the Italian reportedly has one of their best
W Colgate
102-78
L Fordham
freshman teams in school
73-11 Professional League and racked
W Boston College
history. They are currently
up
37
points
in
a
recent
win.
74-13
W Spriagfield
undefeated and recently dumped
95-72 SeminthaL the same club Bill
L Assumption
the Notre Dame Frosh by a
Bradley
played
for
before
his
81·75 Knick days, is a perennial twenty point margin. The Blue
W Dartmouth
60->11
L UMass
Jay's varsity. holding a 12-.8
power.
W Boston Univ.
..-68
Billy Jones, '68. is a member record has two sophomore
of the Hamden Hics team in the starters.
Hofstra
Eastern Basketball League.
•
University of Connecti1 I ..... ins 5 losses
Jones was team captain and one cut Athletic Director John Toner
79-73 of the best all-around basketball denied any intentions of
L Rider
89-75 stars to don a Stag uniform:
W Wilkes
discontinuing the Huskie·Stag
W Southampton
6<>-57
A trio of former Fairfield series following the recent fiasco
74-72 greats are Key members of two at the game two weeks ago
W Temple
W Sacred Heart
91-88 arch rival clubs in the New regarding the New Haven
L Akron
75-67
England Basketball Association. Arena's broadcast ruling. Toner.
74-61 Jimmy Brown. '69, holder of the when interviewed, commented.
W Drexel
87-60 single Stag game scoring record ", was personally responsible
L UMass
W West Chester St.
90-<7 of 39 points is leading the Bristol
for initiating this series after
71-61 Regents in their pursuit of the George Bisa«a had expressed
W lona
W American U.
54-53 first place Bridgeport interest in the match-up prior to
W Boston U.
6<>-59 Shakespeare Travelers who my tenure at UConn. Under no
W Maine
87-70 feature bilt rqan Sol Crenshaw circumslan~s do we intend to
L LaSalle
78.£' '69. and Wayne Gibbons. '70. discontinue the series. We enjoy
76-66 Crenshaw is one of the top the association with Fairfield
L C.W. POi'>t
73-63 defenders and rebounders in the very much."
W St. prancis

A new scheduling system will
be innovated by Gary Marzolla,
director of intramurals, due to
the overwhelming number of
competing teams and numerous
difficulties encountered in
getting use of the gymnasium.
Limited Space
Marzolla pointed out that
because of the limited space the
activities of Fairfield Prep
basketball. freshmen basketball
games, rugby and soccer
practices have all conflicted
with and hindered the progress
of the intramural season. This
is the first year that freshmen
games have been scheduled by
themselves without varsity
contests and this has only added
to Marzolla's problems.

Rogers Chases Scoring Marks
Fairfield basketball fans
should keep a sharp eye on the
exploits of freshman sensation
Phil Rogers in the next two
games as the 6'6 forward
approaches Stag freshmen
scoring records.
Face Holy Cross Frosb
Rogers has led his mates to an
impressive mark prior to this
Saturday'S big date with Holy
Cross. The Sta/ol yearlings
rebounded from a severe beating
from Columbia to swamp Bryant
& Stratton Jr. College. 99-75. but
made an about face last
Thursday when they took it on
the chin from the Army Plebes.
75-52. Rogers was held below the
30 point mark for only the third
time this year as he hit for 23.
Possible Record Breaker
The freshman hot shot tallied
480 points in 13 games and is only
36 points shy of varsity captain
Mark Frazer's record of 516
points set during the 1967-68
season while his 37.1 average
seems certain to top the 31.4
average of Frank Ma/olaletta
a«umulated during the 1966-67
campaign.
Magalelta's single game
freshman scoring record of 49
points set against Sacred Heart
University has already been tied
by Rogers in a 113-85 win over
the University of New Haven
jayvees and many Fairfield
followers believe that the
muscular freshman 'will easily

"..

.

Stats at a Glance
(not including Villanova game)
Game Hlgbs:
Most FGs
15 - Groom vs.
Niagara.
Most Frs
10 - Kelly vs.
UConn.
Most Reb· Zl - Frazer vs. UB.
Most Assists - 14 - Kelly vs.
UConn.
Top SCorer: Groom 20.1 PPIol.
Top Rebounder: Frazer 15.6.
Seasoa Record:
(common opponents in bold
print)
6 wins 9 losses
W sesc
L Boston College
L Providence
L St. Joseph's
L UMass
L Sprmgfield Col.
W Manhattan
W Canisius
L Niagara
W St. Peter's
W Univ. of Bpt.
L U. of Vermont
W UConn
L Georgetown
L St. Bonaventure

82-65
59-56
84-54
89-67

....,
95-12

78-71
..-63
88-74

"...

77~

86-74
88-72

78-65
69-48

Fairfielcl Laund_
Ditgonally Across from
Post Office
Wash • Dried - Fotded~.
Student Discount

5 AGS

e,-

~A.:

Barakatmen in Quaker Classic;
Closed Circuit for Fight Possible
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Rinl~men

Battle Terriers Saturday
Win in Contest Over lona, 7-3;
Soon to Face Yale Freshmen
remain in fourth place In the
Western Division of the M.I.H.L.
The Stag Icemen have a busy following a key 7-3 victory over
week ahead as they meet the lona College Friday night. Jim
Terriers of S1. Francis Saturday Monahan continued his hot
evening at 6:00 at Riverside Rink streak by recording his second
in Bronx, New York. St. Francis consecutlve hat-trick and his
stands third in the Eastern third SO far this season. Action
Division of the Metropolitan was fast and play was tough as
Intercollegiate Hockey League the Stags and Gaels skated
with a strong 11-1..(1 record. before an enthusiastic, cheering
crowd. Penalties' recorded were
Fairfield owns a 10-3-1 record.
Fairfield will skate.against the at a minimum with both
Yale University freshmen in a Fairfield and lona receiving 8
Wednesday afternoon game at minutes in the box.
lona opened the scoring at 2:S6
Ingalls Rink in New Haven.
Face-off will be at 4:00. The Yale in the first period and the Stags
were unable to match their goal
frosh are 11-2..(1 this season.
until there .....ere only 12 seconds
Stags Trim lona
Coach McCarthy's Stags still left in the period when Jim
Monahan went in with the puck
unassisted. At the end of the
opening period Fairfield had
taken 8 shots on the tona net.
while the Gaels had 2.
MeCarthymen grab lead
It was Monahan a~ain in the
Eighteenth ranked St. second
tallying at 2:38 to
Bonaventure shunned the give theperiod
Stags
a
narrow lead. An
stalling tactics of Coach Fred assist was awarded
Guy La
Barakat's Stags and went on to Flamme. However. Jean
at 8:29 lona
whip Fairfield 69-48 last evened up the scoring
to 2
Saturday night. It was the fourth apiece. With less than a minute
straight win for the Bonnies, left in the second period La
raising their record to 13 + 3
Flamme beat out the lona goalee
while the loss dropped Fairfield with
assistance from Chuck
t06+9.
Frissora and Jim Bolger, giving
Foul Trouble Costly
The Stags trailed 30-19 at the Stags the lead they would
halftime and saw their chances hold for the remainder of the
for an upset virtually vanish game.
In a high scoring third period.
....'hen big men Mark Frazer and
Steve Romano fouled out early in Bolger drove the puck through at
the second half. Playmaker &b S:20 with Frissora and Barry
Kelly went the same route Patterson picking up the assists.
minutes later which forced lona scored at6:24 in an attempt
Barakat to rely on an to close up the gap. but their try
inexperienced bench the was futile as the Stags poured on
the pressure to tally 3 goals In
remainder of the contest.
slightly
more than a minute.
Fairfield played slowdown ball
for the first 15 minutes and Monahan wenl in with the puck
managed to stay witbin reacb first at 12:33 to complete his hat
until numerous costly turnovers trick by scoring three goals in
enabled St. Bonaventure to erect the game. Ted Sybertz then
found the net for the Stags at
the eleven point half.time bulge.
13:24 assisted by Monahan and
Stags Rally
Despite the loss of Frazer and La Flamme. Frissora. assisted
Romano the Sta~s closed the gap by Marty Vierling brought the
to 36-30 with 13:01 to jitO but the final score to 7·3.
By the end of the game the
Bonnies gradually surged away.
George Groom led the Stags' Stags had taken 35 shots on the
attack with 17 points while Gary goal while the Gaels had 16.
Bowen was the only other
Fairfield man to hit double
figt.:res with 12 markers.
Frazer Contained
BASKETBALL
A major disappointment was
Feb. 13 - (Sal.) • A way
Holy Cross
the performance of Mark Frazer
who was held scoreless and
Feb. IS· (Mon.) . Home
manage<! to grab only eight
Hofstra
rebounds. By shutting off the
Feb. 20· (Sat.) • Home
Stags' big man the Bonnies were
King's College
able to gain a 44-29 margin off
HOCKEY
the boards.
Feb. 13 - (Sat.)· Away
Forward Gregg Gary. the
St. Francis
Bonnies leadinjit scorer and
Feb. 17 - (Wed.) - Away
rebounder. recorded 19 points.
Yale Frosh
by Debbie Mongillo

•

.--

Bonnies Down Stags
As Frazer Contained

ANOTHER FOR GUY • Hockey captain Jean Guy Laflamme raises his stick high above his head with

the traditional triumphant gesture alter slapping the puck by the bearded lona goalie.

Hard-Luck Cagers Lose George Groom;
Face Experienced Crusader Squad
The Stags' basketball team,
beginning to show signs of wear
and tear resulting from rUJi:ged
competition. won't have time to
take a breather as they travel to
Worcester. Mass., this Saturday
to meet a strong Holy Cross club
which owned a I3-S record going
into this week's play. Fairfield
returns to home action on
Monday when surprising Hofstra
University invades the campus
gym.
Headacbes for Baraltat
As if Coach Fred Barakat
didn't have enough to worry
about. what with the loss of Mel
Brown and tou~h opponents of
late, it was learned Monday thai
the Stags have suffered another
tough break as leading scorer
Ge<lrge Groom is out indefinitely
with torn ligaments in his right
ankle.
The 6'2" sophomore guard
sustained the injury in
Saturday's 69-48 loss to St.
&naventure. Coach Barakat
was undecided on who would
replace Groom in the starting
lineup, but the most likely
candidale is junior Pat FolE:,y.
SlowdoWD Fails
Fairfield, 6 + 9 going Into their
Tuesday match with powerful

Villanova. lried slowdown seventh nationally In team
tactics against St. Bonaventure reboundinJi: is 6'6 sophomore Jim
last Saturday, but severe foul Schnurr who is ripping down IO.S
trouble hurt the Stags' upset bid bounds per game. Big Don Sasso.
as the Bonnies registered an a 6'8 Waterbury. Conn. product.
easy 69-48 win.
rounds out the rugged Crusader
George Groom continues to frontcourt.
The backcourt starters. 6'1
lead Fairfield in scoring with a
Adams
and 6'3
20.0 average, seventh in New Jack
England. Following him in sharpshooter Buddy Venne. will
scoring are Mark Frazer and be a ch.allengin~ match for the
Bob Kelly.
Kelly-Groom tandem.
The Barakatmen obviously
The Stags will be out to avenge
miss the services of Mel Brown last year's 69-S4 loss to Holy
but his replacement, Gary Cross and also gain in the overall
Bowen, came through with a 12 series record where they trail
point effort against Bonaventure the Crusaders six -I!:ames to
while also doiOR a whale of a three.
Hofstra Enjoying
defensive job.
Winning Season
Crusade.n Experienced
On Saturday the Stags' face
The Hofstra Dutchmen are
one of New England's more coasting along with a 00 + 00
powerful teams in Coach Jack record but have gone up against
Donahue's Crusaders. Donahue weak competition through much
has last year's entire starting of their schedule thus far. Their
unit back plus an impressive biggest win was over Temple
University. the only team to
crop of sophomores.
The best of them all is Bob knock off Fordham.
Kissane. a smooth 6'8 senior ~'ho
The flying Dutchmen. coming
has been a starter all three of his orf a 13-13 year like the Stags.
years and is regarded as ono'! of look to big 6'8 center Dave Bell
the top big men in the East. for the bulk of the scoring and
Kissane is averaging 17 points rebounding. Last year the Stags
easily disposed or Hofstra 74-58.
and 10 rebounds a ~ame.
Strong Rebounders
Helping Kissane out
underneath to make Holy Cross

Rogers Hits for 49 Pts.
As Frosh Get 10th Win
Another
sensational
performance by Phil Roro:ers
sparked the Frosh to their tenth
win in 13 outings as they turned
back the Sacred Heart
Yearlings. 89-78. in a hard rought
ballie at the university
gymnasium.
The 6'6 forward again knocked
at the door. but failed to crack
the school's sin~le game Frosh
scoring mark as his 49 point
effort tied the standard set in
1967 by Frank Nagaletta against
the Pioneers. Earlier this season
Rogers also managed 49
markers in a romp over the
University of New Haven.
In th~ recent spectacular.
Rogers connected on 17 of T1
attempts from the field and
added In IS free throws.
Unfortunately the husky scoring
whiz was unable to convert his
final two shots from the floor
and also failed on a free throw in
the closing minute. which would
have set the mark.
The game itself was a close

battle with the lead chanJ'ling
hands several times during the
first half. Finally the Stags.
mainly on the strenjitth of 22
markers by Rogers and the floor
leadership of John Ryan.
managed to pull ahead 42-38
before the intermission.
Fouls played a key role in the
second stanza as three Fairfield
starters had fouled out of the
game berore the seven and onehalf minute mark was reached.
Dave Bradley exited at 10:SO
with &b Bogad joining him at
8:39 and then Paul Wells was
disqualified at 7:40.

MIHL
Standings

pMeeting Of the Guards

..

Eastern Division

WLT
Nassau Comm.
Adelphi
St. Francis

14

3 0

12 3 0 24
10 1 0 20
6 6 2 14
472
2 10 1 S

Qo""ns

I'

St. John's
Brooklyn
Stonv Brook
2 to 0
Western Division
W

Bridjiteport
City Colle~e
Fairfield
lona
Manhattan
Fordham
Newark
Leading

I Sports Slate

13
II

L
4
4

T

4

•

P

26
I 23
1 !I

I' •
• ••
3
II S
3 12
3 8
16

Scorers

Despite the foul difficulties or Nichols, St. John's
the front liners. the Frosh Byrns, lona
continued to build the lead. Hillman, Nassau
boasting a 13-point bulge mid- Arcobello, U.a.
way through the session.
Papachristos. C.C.N.Y.
Sereka.
U.B.
The only Stag to join Ro~ers
with double digits was Ryan who Wolfe. lona
registered ll. Mike Eiring Campo. U.B.
topped Sacred Heart with 26 DeLuca. Queens
points while three others scored Lovely, V.B.
more than ten points.

1
1

22
1
1

..

Pis.
43

39
39
36
:IS

32
31

30

29

POSSIBLE MATCH·UP - Pat Foley. the probable replacement for
the injured Geor~e Groom at the starting guard position, will be
matched against one of New England's finest all around
performers. Jack Adamsof Holy Cross a three-year starter for the
Crusaders. a 6'1" senior. has averaged in double figures
throughout his career.

